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Abstract

Cross-Eye (CE) jamming is a technique aimed at inducing false target
angles in radar measurements. The potential to deceive monopulse radar, a
radar type commonly used due to its angular accuracy and resilience against
jamming, has captured the interest of Electronic Warfare (EW) system ma-
nufacturers. CE jamming may increase the capability of self-defense against
radar guided missiles.

In this thesis, a CE jammer, based on the retrodirective channel design,
for use in an EW systems is modeled and analyzed. The focus of the analysis
is on the non-reciprocal Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESA). An
electrical model of the jammer system and the AESA, including variations
in the electrical properties, together with three different system correction
methods are used. A simulation procedure, using single frequency (CW)
signals, is defined and used for estimating total level of reciprocity, which is a
primary contributor to jammer performance. Reciprocity error sensitivity for
variations in model parameters is simulated to indicate which AESA aspects
are essential for performance. Further, the influence of characterization and
calibration noise is investigated.

The usability of the model is demonstrated in different types of simulati-
ons, which highlights the differences between the system correction methods.
Simulations show that a relatively high level of reciprocity can be achieved
when using system correction, provided that, measurement noise, Digital Ra-
dio Frequency Memory (DRFM) generation errors and non-linearities are dis-
regarded. The expected degradation in reciprocity from differences in electri-
cal properties between the reception and transmission branch of the AESA
has been confirmed. The effect of characterization and calibration noise, for
realistic levels of noise, seems to be a dominating factor in the total reciprocity
error. A significant increase in reciprocity error can likely be expected when
non-CW signals are used and when realistic levels of noise and non-linear
effects are added.
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Sammanfattning

Cross-eye (CE) är en störprincip som har potential att inducera vinkelmät-
fel i radar. Dess möjlighet att störa monopulsradar, en vanligt förekommande
typ av radar som är motståndskraftig mot många störformer, har skapat
ett intresse för metoden hos tillverkare av system för elektronisk krigföring
(EW-system). Användning av CE störning i ett EW-system skulle kunna öka
möjligheten till självskydd vid attack från en monopulsradarstyrd robot.

Avhandlingen analyserar en modell av en retrodirektiv CE störare som är
avsedd för integration i ett multifunktionellt EW-system. Fokus i analysen är
på de aktiva gruppantennerna (AESA) som används i systemet. En elektrisk
modell av systemet används, vilken inkluderar variationer i parametrar hos
AESA samt tre olika systemkorrektionsmetoder. En simuleringsprocedur som
ger möjlighet att uppskatta reciprocitetsfel och känslighet för parameterva-
riationer i AESA är definierad. Vidare undersöks inverkan av karaktärise-
rings och kalibreringsbrus. Modellens användningsområden visas i olika typer
av prestandasimulering där effekter av de olika systemkorrektionsmetoderna
tydliggörs.

Simuleringsresultat för enkelfrekvens (CW) signaler visar en relativt hög
nivå av reciprocitet om brus och olinjäriteter ignoreras. Det förväntade resul-
tatet, att elektriska skillnader mellan mottagar- och sändargrenarna orsakar
en försämring i reciprocitet, bekräftas. Inverkan av karaktäriserings och ka-
libreringsbrus verkar vara en dominerande faktor i det totala reciprocitetsfelet
då rimliga brusnivåer används. En signifikant höjning av reciprocitetsfelet kan
sannolikt förväntas då signaler med en viss bandbredd används och då rimliga
nivåer av brus samt olinjäriteter inkluderas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis treats the subject of modeling and analyzing a retrodirective Cross-Eye
(CE) jammer that is a part of an Electronic Warfare (EW) system and contains
non-reciprocal Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESA). The aim is to provide
a method and give insight on which parts and properties of the system that are
important for performance and may require attention when designing such a system.
A CE-system is complex, and performance is affected by a wide range of parameters
and the particular design details of the system. The scope of the study is limited
to some aspects of a realistic design and so is the level of detail in the model due
to company restrictions on publication.

The following summarizes the content of this chapter. Sections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
present the background of the subject and Section 1.4 describes cross-eye jamming
limitations that are not directly related to the study. The content of Section 1.1
–Section 1.4 correlate fairly well with Paper I. Section 1.5 gives motivation and des-
cribes the aim and scope of the thesis. The jammer model is presented in Section 2.1
together with the system correction methods in Section 2.2 and the simulation pro-
cedure in Section 2.3. The description of the model and the correction methods
are defined in Paper III, and partly in Paper II. The AESA model signal equations
are given in Appendix A. A summary of simulation results for model parameter
variations from Paper II and Paper III are included in Section 3.1. Performance
simulation results are summarized from Paper III and covered in Section 3.2. Chap-
ter 4 contains the main conclusion and proposals for future work.

1.1 Electronic Warfare

EW-systems [1,2] are used on military vehicles such as aircraft to provide functions
for warning, protection, attack and information gathering. The EW-system often
includes microwave components such as wideband receiver antennas, AESA and
digital receiver (RX) and transmitter (TX) units. The wide range of EW functions
requires a fairly complex system with many possibilities of interconnection between

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

antennas, RX/TX units and signal processing. The general design of a multi-
function EW-system allows the simultaneous parallel use of functions which gives a
higher overall system performance. However, a general design usually means that
the system cannot be optimized for any single function.

One important EW function is self-protection by denying hostile radar informa-
tion about the aircraft carrying the EW-system. Self-protection can be achieved by
different types of countermeasures adapted to the threat radar type, which is often
assessed by the EW-system itself. The assessment of the radar type is important
since an erroneous categorization may lead to the use of countermeasures that have
small or unintended effects on the threat.

The EW-system can attempt to use a stealthy countermeasure, i.e., a method
aimed at not revealing to the threat radar the fact that any deception is being used.
Hiding the countermeasure can give an advantage if the threat radar has Electronic
Counter Counter Measures (ECCM) that may be activated in case of jamming.
The evolving battle between systems forces EW-systems to be agile and flexible,
which emphasizes the importance of EW-system design generality.

There are different principles of jamming techniques with a range of variations,
directed at disturbing particular parameters of hostile radar. For example, two key
parameters measured by radar are target range and target doppler which both relies
on signal properties of the reflected target radar echo. There are well-known jam-
ming techniques, more or less effective, aimed at disturbing them, such as different
types of repeater and noise jamming, see for example [1, 2].

Perhaps the most critical parameter measured by the radar is the angle or
bearing to the target, often used for guidance. One interesting scenario is where
the EW-system carrier is being attacked by a radar-guided missile. In principle,
to reach the target, the only parameter that the missile guidance system needs is
the target angle. The scenario can be compared to vessels at sea, e.g., if a ship is
steered so that another ship is maintained at a constant angle of approach (and
with closing range), there will be a collision. In the case of self-protection against
radar guided missiles, the target angle measured by the threat radar is the most
important parameter to deceive.

Different radar types measure target angle in different ways, but they all rely
on some radiation from the target. The radiation is usually a reflected radar pulse
but can also be a jamming signal transmitted by the target. An advanced radar
may steer towards the reflected echo or if it detects a jammer, switch to a jammer
homing function.

There are specific angular deception techniques directed against different types
of radar, but there is one radar-type, the monopulse radar, that uses an angle
measurement principle that is particularly difficult to deceive. The monopulse
radar also provides a high angular accuracy and is therefore commonly used, for
example in missiles.
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1.2 Monopulse Radar and Cross-Eye Jamming

The monopulse radar type [3, 4] can, in theory, determine the angle to the target
by a single reflected pulse, which makes it robust against natural variations target
Radar Cross Section (RCS) signal level or intentional amplitude modulated jam-
ming. There is, in principle, no need for scanning the radar beam across or around
the target to collect data for a single angular measurement (if there is one target
sufficiently close to the center of the radar beam).

The monopulse radar determines the angle to the target from calculations made
on signals received simultaneously in several antennas. A principle sketch of a one-

+ −Σ ∆

Figure 1.1: Illustration of one-dimensional monopulse radar.

dimensional monopulse radar antenna system is shown in Fig. 1.1. The system
includes antennas for measuring target angle in only one dimension, for example,
elevation or azimuth. A practical system includes at least four antennas placed in
a square configuration to cover both directions.

There are variations of monopulse calculations often called amplitude- and
phase-monopulse or a combination of both. However, for the CE-analysis made
in this thesis, the types of monopulse radar are equivalent as described in [5, 6].

For the one-dimensional example in Fig. 1.1, a sum-signal (Σ) and a delta-signal
(∆) are created. When a target is in the boresight direction of the monopulse
antenna system, i.e., having the same distance to the phase centers of the two
antennas, the target signal is received with the same phase angle and amplitude in
both antennas. This results in maximum amplitude in the sum-signal and a zero
amplitude in the delta-signal.

A parameter commonly calculated in a monopulse radar is the ratio between the
delta and the sum-signal ∆/Σ. For small off-boresight angles, the amplitude of the
ratio together with the sign of the phase angle can be used to determine the target
angle boresight offset angle. The received signal can be the reflected target echo
or if ECCM has been implemented in the radar, the jammer signal transmitted by
the target. This makes the angle measurement of the monopulse radar difficult to
deceive.
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There is a small number of techniques that can potentially deceive the angle
measurement of a monopulse radar. One is cross-polarization jamming, which
exploits polarization impurities of the radar antenna by retransmitting the signal in
the orthogonal polarization. The effect of this jamming depends on the quality of
the radar antenna, which is possibly unknown to the EW-system. Other techniques
try to achieve radiation from another direction using decoys, ground bounce or
cooperative jamming. Those techniques have disadvantages such as being relatively
expensive, bulky, slow, or depend on the presence of ground or another aircraft, see
for example [7, 8].

There is also a technique called Cross-Eye (CE) jamming, [9,10], that has been
described as having the potential to be an effective angular deception technique.
Compared to the other techniques, CE-jamming can be cheaper and more versatile
and is therefore interesting for EW-system manufacturers. The CE technique works
by the same principle as the unintended radar glint effect that has been known for
a long time [9]. When two or more signals with the same frequency and similar
amplitude sum together, distortions in the phase front (and in amplitude) can be
created in narrow angular regions, depending on the relative phase angle of the
signals.

As an illustration, the phase front (the line of constant phase angle) of the signal
from a CE jammer with two transmitter antennas is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In the
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of distorted phase front from CE jammer. Copyright 2015,
AMTA. Reprinted with permission.

example, the distance between the jammer antennas is 2.5λ, the relative phase of the
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two transmitted signals is 180◦, and the amplitude difference is 2 dB. Three angular
corridors of phase front distortion can be seen in which the direction perpendicular
(normal) to the phase front does not point to the CE jammer system. The normal
direction instead points at a false target point, at a distance offset from the real
target position, as indicated by the dashed lines in the figure. Any radar within
the distortion corridor that aligns with the phase front will be deceived regarding
the position of the jammer system carrier. Note that in reality the jammer antenna
spacing will be scaled by a factor up to several hundred λ, which also scales the
false target distance by the same factor. A large number of very narrow channels,
drawing elliptical curves in space, is created in this case. While the distance between
the jammer antennas is fairly large, such as between the wingtips of an aircraft,
CE analysis assumes that the jammer antennas cannot be resolved individually by
the radar. The threat radar always sees the sum of the signals.

The false target position calculated from the normal direction at the center of
the distorted channel will have a constant distance offset. However, for a practical
monopulse radar, where the antennas have some angular extension, the effect will
be a bit more complex, as shown in [6].

A key task of the CE jammer is to place the receiver antenna of the threat
radar in one of the distortion corridors. Considering a real situation where, as an
example, the distance between the jammer antennas is 10 m, and the distance to
the threat radar is 1000 m. The width of the distorted corridor could be as small
as 0.1 m at 1000 m distance for an X-band radar wavelength. It is easy to imagine
that with this geometry, any small movement of the jammer antennas will move the
distortion away from the threat radar. It is clear that the EW-system must know
the position of the threat radar and the jammer antennas very accurately. In a CE
jammer system that uses two separate transmitters, as in Fig. 1.2, the accuracy
requirements for the CE jammer system would be extreme.

1.3 Retrodirective Channel Implementation

There are different suggested principles of implementation of a CE jammer such
as those mentioned in [9, 11], most which seem to be unpractical due to strict
tolerance requirements. Worth mentioning is also that there are patents related to
CE jamming, for example, [12].

There is however only one published principle of implementation for a CE jam-
mer that seems to relieve the extreme accuracy requirements, and that is the re-
trodirective (or reciprocal) channel design principle, according to [9, 13]. Instead
of having two jammer antennas to which independent signals are fed with extreme
accuracy, the antennas are connected as illustrated in Fig. 1.3, and used in a repea-
ter jammer fashion. Note that the circuit shown in the figure is only for illustration.
Additional gain is necessary to achieve high Jammer to Signal Ratio (JSR), and
circulators cannot be used in a practical system due to limited isolation. The idea
is that the signal from the threat radar is received by both antennas and passes
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x

a φ

0◦ 0 dB

Figure 1.3: Retrodirective channel principle implementation. Copyright 2015,
AMTA. Reprinted with permission.

through the same channel (or channels with the same transfer function) and is
then re-transmitted through the opposite antenna. Thereby, the positions of the
two jammer antennas and the threat radar transmitter, depicted as an unknown
distance x in the figure, will be compensated for automatically. The signal will
pass distance x during RX in one of the directions, and during TX in the other
direction. A basic signal processing is illustrated in the figure and includes adding
a phase shift and amplitude difference between the channels to generate a distor-
tion in the phase front of the retransmitted signal. A comprehensive analysis of
the retrodirective cross-eye jammer is given in [9] and also summarized in Paper I.
The CE retrodirective jammer will have a similar effect on amplitude- and phase-
monopulse radar, [6].

The retrodirective channel includes the free space transfer function between the
jammer antennas and the threat radar. Since there may be multiple reflections
in free space, on the ground/sea surface or on the EW-system carrier aircraft,
the antennas must be the same for both transmission and reception. If the same
antennas are used for transmission and reception and if the environment remains
constant between the time of RX and TX, the transfer function should be reciprocal
[14].

Although the extreme tolerance requirements are relieved by the retrodirective
design, there are still strict requirements on the level of reciprocity, i.e., amplitude
and phase match, in the jammer system. Any reciprocity error will reduce the
performance of the CE jammer.
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1.4 Jammer Limitations

In a real EW-system implementation, in addition to channel reciprocity errors,
there are fundamental limitations of a single retrodirective channel CE jammer.

The position of the threat radar receiver is not known to the EW system. The
retrodirective CE jammer implicitly assumes that it is at the same place as the
transmitter. The distorted corridor will be placed in the direction of the radar
transmitter which means that bistatic radar is unaffected. A radar with a large
array compared to the phase-distorted area may, at least theoretically, use different
parts of the array when performing the monopulse function, thereby discriminating
the effect of the CE jamming. In the case of a radar-guided missile, it is fairly safe
to assume that the transmitter and receiver antennas are in the same place, due to
limited spacing, and that the size of the TX and RX antenna is small.

The angular area of the node that has a reasonably high degree of phase-
distortion is small, as shown in for example Paper I. A single channel retrodirective
CE jammer gives 180◦ phase shift over the node that can be distributed over some
angular area. If the distribution occurs mainly over a small angular area, a larger
false target angle can be induced but only within the smaller angular areas.

The useful area around the node is also determined by the minimum acceptable
power level, which is determined by the required JSR. The “signal” in this case is
the echo from the EW-system carrier that the CE jammer signal competes with [15].
The power level becomes lower from the destructive interference when the node is
made deeper to increase distortion and thereby false target distances. The two
factors important for jammer effectiveness; false target distance and power level,
are opposite to each other as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The false target distance
df normalized to the distance between the jammer antennas d gives a measure of
the jammer effectiveness (as calculated at the angle of maximum distortion). For
a small amplitude difference between the channels, the level of the relative false
target distance df/d increases, but at the same time, the node-depth increases and
the power level is reduced. To increase the power level at the node the level of
phase distortion has to be reduced by using a larger amplitude difference.

CE jammer systems that cannot receive and transmit at the same time need to
receive the pulse before it can be re-transmitted with a CE modification. During
RX, the pulse is being reflected of the CE jammer carrier, e.g., the aircraft, and
there is a risk that the radar can utilize some information from this first pulse.
In addition, during the time between reception and transmission, the environment
between the jammer system and the threat radar may have changed if sufficiently
long time has passed. The environment can include any multiple reflections on the
aircraft, ground or sea surface and should remain the same to allow reciprocity.

There is also an additional risk involved when using CE jamming. If the CE
jammer fails to create an accurate distorted phase front in the direction of the
threat radar receiver, the CE jammer can instead act as an unintended beacon.
I.e., the CE jammer will create a strong echo in the direction of the EW-system
carrier which instead facilitates tracking. However, if the CE jamming is used in
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Figure 1.4: Relative power level (solid curve) is shown on the left vertical axis,
and relative (to the distance between the jammer antennas) false target distance
(dashed curve) is shown on the right vertical axis as a function of off-boresight angle
on the horizontal axis. The geometry in Fig. 1.2 is used. Channel phase difference
is 180◦ and amplitude differences are -1 dB (marker x), -2 dB (point marker), and
-3 dB (+ marker). Copyright 2015, AMTA. Reprinted with permission.

conjunction with other non-stealth jamming techniques that would, in any case,
give away the direction to the EW-system, the risk of using constitutes a smaller
risk.

1.5 Aim and Scope of the Research

A comprehensive description of the current state of published retrodirective CE
jamming, including an extensive reference list, was given in [9] and later reviewed
in Paper I. Since then, additional papers have been published, mainly in the area
of multi-channel CE jamming, [13, 16–19], a topic that is outside the scope of this
thesis.

Much published literature focuses on the theoretical aspects of CE jamming with
little regard to the challenges of implementation. Some aspects related to practical
limitations have been studied, such as the effects of jammer system tolerances, [20],
and the influence of a target echo, [15]. Not many examples of published practical
experiments seem to be available, [8, 21] show two examples of experiments made
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under laboratory conditions. The design and implementation of a retrodirective
channel is difficult, particularly under the conditions relevant for an operational
jammer system.

An important question for a manufacturer of EW-systems is whether it is possi-
ble to implement CE jamming in a useful way in a multi-function EW-system. As
described in Section 1.4, in addition to implementation problems, there are inherent
limitations to the CE technique, at least when using a single retrodirective channel.
Assuming that the inherent limitations do not deter from the implementation of a
CE jammer, performance estimation and identification of the design features impor-
tant for CE performance, become interesting. Finding the parts, e.g., components,
electrical properties, and calibration methods, that have the strongest influence on
performance can help in guiding the system design. The level of reciprocity, i.e.,
amplitude and phase errors, in the retrodirective channel [20], will be a dominating
factor for jammer performance.

A multi-function EW-system, as described in Section 1.1, can obviously be
designed in many different ways, with a variation in physical topology and with
different kinds of components. It has been established that for CE-jamming the
RX and TX antennas must be positioned very close to each other. In reality,
they must be the same antenna [14]. A high JSR requirement together with a
significantly reduced jammer power in the distortion corridor implies high antenna
gain in the direction of the threat radar. An antenna that can be used for both TX
and RX and gives high directional gain is the AESA, already present in many EW-
system. The scanning ability of the AESA allows for high power jammer signals to
be transmitted in specific directions, which is required by many forms of jamming.
The same is true for RX, where the AESA can act as a part of a jammer system
or together with the TX function work as radar. Also, a wide bandwidth AESA
increases the usability in an EW-system and is therefore likely used.

The AESA used in a multi-function EW-system is required to perform many
different functions, resulting in different requirements for TX and RX. The output
impedance of the transmitter power amplifier will be affected by the requirement
of high output power, which opposes a well-matched output impedance. The use
of wideband arrays and a wide range of scan angles can result in semi-blind an-
gles with high effective reflection coefficient [22], which may result in high reflected
power levels during transmission. This can also affect the choice of TX output
impedance. The RCS of the antenna is important, particularly during RX, which
may lead to a requirement for increased matching for receiver amplifier input im-
pedance. It is clear that the TX and RX design impedances can be different. High
gain may require long chains of wideband amplifiers that will be strongly affected
by temperature both in overall gain and in slope over frequency. The analog tem-
perature effect can be corrected using automatic temperature compensation that
adjusts gain and time delays, so that requirement limit windows are fulfilled. The
automatic compensation may lead to uncorrelated changes between TX and RX
channel gains and time delays. The differences between TX and RX results in
an inherent non-reciprocity of the AESA, i.e., the transmission and the reception
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radiation patterns will be slightly different.
The physical topology of the CE jammer system should provide a connection

between the two antennas used for jamming and allow signal processing and re-
transmission of the received signals. To cope with the unknown transfer functions
of the jammer system components, including the inherent non-reciprocity of the
AESA, the system should provide calibration functions. The general strategy for
calibration is to include as much as possible of the operational signal chain in the
calibration circuit, e.g., injecting and extracting signals as close to the antenna
elements as possible.

To determine whether a CE function with a sufficient level of reciprocity can
be implemented in an EW-system, the reciprocity needs to be estimated from a
model of all the components involved in the CE-function. Components include
the electrical model of the system with both static and dynamic properties, and
the system correction method, which includes calibration. Unpublished analysis
and verification measurements to address this issue have undoubtedly been made
previously within the secrecy of company work. However, to the author’s best
knowledge, this type of analysis has not been published before.

In this thesis, a particular model of AESA and jammer system is studied. The
model AESA contains the key features of a realistic design, including separate RX
and TX channels, calibration signal injection and variations in electrical properties.
One aim of the thesis work has been to provide a model that can be used for
indicative performance estimations. Another aim of the model has been to provide
the possibility to study the influence of different components, calibration methods
and noise. The study focuses on the AESA, with less concern for the details of
the remaining system. Accurate estimates of reciprocity can likely only be assessed
from real system measurements or at least by simulations on a thoroughly validated
model. However, as a design guide, it is important to know in advance which parts
of the design that might influence CE performance the most and what the likely
approximate performance might be.



Chapter 2

Method - Model Description

This chapter gives a condensed description of the method of analysis which includes
the electrical model, system correction methods, and the simulation procedure.
The method-description is given primarily in Paper III together with Appendix A.
Additional equations for sensitivity analysis are defined in Paper II. The complete
jammer model can be divided into three parts.

The first part includes the electrical model that contains the Digital Radio-
Frequency Memories (DRFM), the switch networks, and the AESA. The AESA,
which is the focus of this study, is modeled in more detail by parameterized trans-
mission functions, reflection coefficients and time delays. The electrical model is
described in Section 2.1.

The second part includes the system correction methods, required for achie-
ving reciprocity in the jammer channel. Three different methods are described in
Section 2.2.

The third part includes the simulation procedure that mimics the stages from the
manufacturing of the AESA to jammer operation and produces values of estimated
reciprocity error. This procedure is described in Section 2.3

2.1 Electrical Model

A compact description of the model is given in this section, see Section II, Section III
and Section IV in Paper III for details.

The model of the CE jammer system, shown in Fig. 2.1, includes two identi-
cal AESA, one dual DRFM unit, one switch network and one reciprocal switch
network. The internal components of one AESA channel (with index n) are also
shown. Scattering (S)-parameter transmission factors are modeled for all compo-
nents, including interchannel leakage for components SC and SW2. S-parameter
reflection factors are modeled in places indicated by Γ in Fig. 2.1. Transmission
and reflection factors for switches (SW1 and SW2) are independent between switch
modes. The antenna array (AA) includes port reflection, mutual coupling and ele-

11
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ment transmission factor, and is defined by measurement data. The transmission
function of the transmission lines is defined analytically as a lossless time delay.

Apart from the antenna array, the electrical properties of all components are
parameterized and their values modeled as random distributions that correspond
to different types of electrical variations. For the transmission lines, a statistical
distribution is applied to the value of the time delay. For the remaining compo-
nents, the transmission functions and the reflection factors are defined by statistical
distributions for the amplitude and phase. Template parameter (2.1) is used for all
components except the transmission lines for which (2.2) is used. The parameter
values with variations are

pn=p0(1+σs,a+σs,a
n +σd,a+σd,a

n )ej(σs,φ+σs,φ
n +σd,φ+σd,φ

n ), (2.1)
pn=p0+σs,a

n +σd,a+σd,a
n , (2.2)

where n is the AESA channel index and p0 the nominal value of the parameter. σs

are distributions that are static, i.e., that represent variations that are constant from
the time of AESA production to time of jammer operation. σd are distributions that
are dynamic, i.e., that represent the change between the time of AESA production
and time of jammer operation. σs,a, σd,a, σs,φ, and σd,φ are correlated between the
AESA channels (no subscript n). The correlated variations may be independent
between the two AESA units or correlated between them, both options have been
tested. σs,a

n , σd,a
n , σs,φ

n , and σd,φ
n are uncorrelated between the AESA channels

(hence subscript n). The nominal values and the magnitudes of the variations are
selected to be realistic values, in the same order of magnitude as those found in
requirement specifications.

The AESA transmission functions GN3,N1 and GN2,N3, and antenna gains
GN4,N1 and GN2,N4 are defined by parameterized analytical equations, derived
in Appendix A.

The CE jammer function uses a bi-directional channel in the EW-system that is
made reciprocal by a system correction method. Channel reciprocity is defined as
the ratio between the transmission functions of the two channel directions according
to

R = ς
G12,14GR1,12GT1,R1G21,T1G24,21

G14,11G11,T2GT2,R2GR2,22G22,24 = ςGsGε, (2.3)

where
Gs = GT1,R1/GT2,R2 (2.4)

and
Gε = G12,14GR1,12G21,T1G24,21

G14,11G11,T2GR2,22G22,24 . (2.5)

Gs is the transmission function generated by the DRFM, ς is the DRFM generation
error factor and Gε defines the non-reciprocity of the channel.
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Figure 2.1: Model of CE jammer system. Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with
permission.
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2.2 System Correction Methods

A compact description of the correction methods is given in this section, see Section
V in Paper III for details.

A system correction method is required to achieve channel reciprocity, and three
different methods that use characterization and calibration measurements, are de-
fined. The non-reciprocity Gε is approximated from the measurements and a cor-
rection term is calculated and applied to Gs according to

Gs = 1/G̃ε, (2.6)

where G̃ε is the approximation of the non-reciprocity.
Factory characterization can include parts of the system that cannot be reached

by EW-system calibration, e.g., the antenna elements. In addition, characteriza-
tion measurements can also likely be made with greater accuracy, compared to
calibration, since they are performed in a laboratory and not in an operational
environment. Characterization measurements are made during AESA production
using model measurement set-up in Fig. 2.2 where points N1 –N4 represent mea-
surement system calibration points. Characterization measurements are performed

A
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M
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s.
sy

st
em

N4

N2

N1

N3

d

Figure 2.2: Characterization model measurement set-up. N is the index of the
AESA. d is the distance between the AESA and the measurement antenna. Copy-
right 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

both with simultaneous activation of all AESA channels and with single channels
activated. The following transfer functions are measured during characterization:

M̃N24 = ξN1MN24 = ξN1kNGN2,N4, (2.7)

M̃N41 = ξN3MN41 = ξN3kNGN4,N1, (2.8)

M̃N23 = ξN2MN23 = ξN2GN2,N3, (2.9)

M̃N31 = ξN4MN31 = ξN4GN3,N1, (2.10)

M̃N24
n = ξN1

n MN24
n = ξN1

n kNGN2,N4
n , (2.11)

M̃N41
n = ξN3

n MN41
n = ξN3

n kNGN4,N1
n , (2.12)

M̃N23
n = ξN2

n MN23
n = ξN2

n GN2,N3
n , (2.13)

M̃N31
n = ξN4

n MN31
n = ξN4

n GN3,N1
n , (2.14)
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where index n indicates that only this channel is enabled. ξ is the measurement
error factor and kN is an unknown transmission factor that contains the effects of
the measurement antenna, cables, connection circuitry and the transmission losses
over distance d. Measurements are performed using the boresight setting for the
AESA beam direction, i.e., no progressive time delay in τT and τR (see Fig. 2.2).

As opposed to factory characterization, EW-system calibration can measure
the current state of the system which may be determined by for example the cur-
rent temperature. Calibration measurements are performed internally in the EW-
system, with the aim of measuring the same transmission functions as used during
jammer operation. Calibration measurements are performed both with simulta-
neous activation of all AESA channels and with single channels activated. The
following transfer functions are measured during calibration:

C̃r1 = ζ11Cr1 = ζ11GC,T1G13,CG12,13GR1,12, (2.15)

C̃t1 = ζ12Ct1 = ζ12G11,T2G13,11GC,13GR1,C, (2.16)

C̃r2 = ζ21Cr2 = ζ21GC,T1G23,CG22,23GR2,22, (2.17)

C̃t2 = ζ22Ct2 = ζ22G21,T1G23,21GC,23GR1,C, (2.18)

C̃r1
n = ζ11

n C
r1
n = ζ11

n G
C,T1G13,CG12,13

n GR1,12, (2.19)

C̃t1
n = ζ12

n C
t1
n = ζ12

n G
11,T2G13,11

n GC,13GR1,C, (2.20)

C̃r2
n = ζ21

n C
r2
n = ζ21

n G
C,T1G23,CG22,23

n GR2,22, (2.21)

C̃t2
n = ζ22

n C
t2
n = ζ22

n G
21,T1G23,21

n GC,23GR1,C, (2.22)

where index n indicates that only this channel is enabled and ζ is the measurement
error factor. As with characterization measurements, the boresight beam direction
setting is used.

The non-reciprocal part of the channel (Gε) can be approximated in three dif-
ferent ways representing three different system correction methods (A, B, and C)
according to

G̃ε = C̃r1C̃t2

C̃t1C̃r2
(2.23)

for method A,

G̃ε = C̃r1C̃t2

C̃t1C̃r2

M̃124M̃131

M̃123M̃141

M̃223M̃241

M̃224M̃231
(2.24)

for method B, and

G̃ε =

∑ M̃124
n

M̃123
n

C̃r1
n

∑ M̃241
n

M̃231
n

C̃t2
n∑ M̃141

n

M̃131
n

C̃t1
n

∑ M̃224
n

M̃223
n

C̃r2
n

(2.25)

for method C. The measured characterization and calibration parameters C̃ and
M̃ are defined in (2.7)–(2.22). More details on the derivation of (2.23), (2.24), and
(2.25) are in Section V.C in Paper III.
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One noteworthy property of method A is that it relies on the assumption

GN2,N4

GN2,N3 = GN4,N1

GN3,N1 , (2.26)

i.e., that the ratio between the RX operational path and the RX calibration path is
the same as that for the TX paths. Alternatively, the method will show good cor-
rection results if the corresponding transmission functions between the two AESA
units are similar.

2.3 Analysis and Simulation Procedure

A compact description of the analysis and simulation procedure is given in this
section, see Section VI and Section VII in Paper III and Section II.F in Paper II
for details.

Reciprocity is estimated as

R = ςD1/D2, (2.27)

where
DN = ζN2GN2,N4GN3,N1

ζN1GN4,N1GN2,N3 (2.28)

for method A,

DN = ζN2ξN2ξN3

ζN1ξN1ξN4
G∗N2,N3G∗N4,N1GN2,N4GN3,N1

G∗N2,N4G∗N3,N1GN2,N3GN4,N1 (2.29)

for method B, and

DN = GN2,N4

GN4,N1

∑ ξN3
n G∗N4,N1

n

ξN4
n G∗N3,N1

n
ζN2
n GN3,N1

n∑ ξN1
n G∗N2,N4

n

ξN2
n G∗N2,N3

n
ζN1
n GN2,N3

n

(2.30)

for method C. More details on the derivation of (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) are in
Section VI in Paper III.

The two reciprocity error parameters used in the analysis are amplitude and
phase error, defined as

ΨdB = 20 log |R|, (2.31)
Ψφ = argR. (2.32)

A random EW system used as a CE jammer in a random situation will produce
a reciprocity error with a statistical distribution of values. The distribution de-
pends on the variation in the electrical properties together with the effect of the
system correction method. The channel reciprocity, which correlates with jammer
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performance, can be derived from the distribution. The distribution is estimated
by performing a Monte Carlo simulation where the production of a large number of
EW systems, each used in a random situation, is simulated, and the corresponding
reciprocity errors calculated. The key steps from AESA production to jammer ope-
ration are modeled according to the steps below, and a large number of estimated
errors are collected. The procedure is implemented in Matlab.

1. The current frequency is selected and the parameters of the antenna array
are determined.

2. Static random parameter variations σs are determined for both AESA units.
3. Nominal parameter values p0 together with the static variations from step 2

and with σd = 0 are used in (2.1) and (2.2) to determine the values of all
parameters pn. AESA transmission functions G∗N4,N1, G∗N3,N1, G∗N2,N4

and G∗N2,N3 are determined (the transmission functions marked with * cor-
respond to AESA production state).

4. Characterization measurements are made, i.e., (2.7)–(2.14) are determined
using the transmission functions from step 3 including characterization mea-
surement noise ξN .

5. Dynamic random parameter variations σd are determined for both AESA
units.

6. The dynamic variations are added to the nominal values and the static va-
riations from step 2 and used in (2.1) and (2.2) to determine the values of
all parameters pn. AESA transmission functions GN4,N1, GN3,N1, GN2,N4

and GN2,N3 are determined (the transmission functions correspond to the
operational state of the AESA).

7. Calibration measurements are made, i.e., (2.15)–(2.22) are determined using
the transmission function from step 6 including calibration measurement noise
ζ.

8. The factors (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25), which correspond to the three correction
methods, together with the correction factor (2.6) are calculated and used in
a real system as correction coefficients. Note that this step is not necessary
for simulation, since the correction factors have already been included in the
estimated reciprocity factors in step 9.

9. The estimated reciprocity factor according to (2.27) together with (2.28),
(2.29), and (2.30), which correspond to the three correction methods, is cal-
culated.

10. Steps 1 –9 are repeated for the next frequency of analysis until the full system
bandwidth has been processed.

11. Steps 1 –10 are repeated a number of times to collect statistical data.
12. The magnitude and phase angle errors according to (2.31) and (2.32) are

calculated for the set of statistical data. The result is used for calculating
mean values, standard deviations, and 90% intervals.





Chapter 3

Simulation Results and Discussion

There are two main aims for the results of the modeling and analysis in this thesis.
The first aim is to demonstrate how the influence of system properties on reci-

procity error can be analyzed, using the analysis performed on the modeled system
as an example. Analyzing the effect of model parameter variations on reciprocity
can give guidance to which parts should be investigated in greater detail. Model
parameter variations are included in Section 3.1.

The second aim is to estimated performance, i.e., level of reciprocity. Reciprocity
simulations are included in Section 3.2.

Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 includes a subset of the simulations from Paper II
and Paper III and summarizes the key results.

3.1 Model Parameter Variations

The parameters of the model and the system correction methods have a complex
dependency. There are dependencies, or cross-correlations, between the nominal
values and the different types of parameter variations. Giving a comprehensive
view of the existing dependencies for the particular model has not been the aim.
Performing a detailed analysis of a model system may be ineffective, due to the
limited level of correspondence between the model and any particular real system.
Detailed analysis of a model that is more validated against a real system is likely
more useful and outside the possible scope of this thesis. However, this generic
model can be used for finding general properties that are important for reciprocity
and for demonstrating the procedure of analysis.

“Pseudo” parameter variation sensitivity, defined as the effect on reciprocity
error from switching on and off individual parameter variations, has been simulated.
The results from different types of simulations are shown in Section VIII.A and
Section IX in Paper III and Section III in Paper II.

In this section, one example of a typical simulation is presented. The simula-
tion shows the effect on reciprocity from dynamic variations in individual AESA

19
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parameters. The simulation includes only system correction method B and one si-
mulation frequency. In the simulation, dynamic variations were turned on for each
model parameter, one at a time, and the resulting reciprocity error was plotted.
In other words, the resulting reciprocity error from a particular electrical change
between the time of production and time of jammer operation is simulated. For
method B, the reciprocity error is zero if there are no dynamic variations, i.e., any
resulting error is caused by the particular variation under test. Realistic nominal
parameter values p0 and static parameter distributions σs

n were used. The level of
the dynamic variation was approximately ±0.5 dB and a corresponding variation in
the phase angle. Fig. 3.1 shows the magnitude of the reciprocity error in decibels
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Figure 3.1: Reciprocity magnitude error (2.31) from dynamic parameter variations
is shown on the y-axis. Parameters on the x-axis are delimited by vertical lines.
White-face symbols show results for correlated variations (σc) and black-face sym-
bols for uncorrelated variations (σu

n). Round symbols show the mean value of the
distributions and square symbols show a maximum error limit below which 90% of
the errors lie. Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

(2.31) and Fig. 3.2, the magnitude of the angle of the reciprocity error in degrees
(2.32), for a subset of 26 model parameters on the horizontal axis. It can be seen
that parameter p9, which corresponds to a dynamic variation in the time delay of
transmission line TLT, has a strong influence on reciprocity error. Other simulati-
ons have shown that there is a strong correlation between the variation in the time
delay of TLT and the static variation in ΓTN. A correlated variation in p9 seems
to require a variation in ΓTN between the channels to affect reciprocity. Further,
correlated changes in the gain a and time delay τ (parameters p5, p6, p7, and p8)
in components TN and RN do not have any effect on the reciprocity error. Those
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Figure 3.2: Reciprocity phase error magnitude (2.32) from dynamic parameter
variations is shown on y-axis. See Fig. 3.1 caption for additional legend descriptions.
Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

changes will have the same effect on calibration measurements as during operation,
and their effect is therefore removed by the system correction.

Viewing the analysis in Paper II and Paper III, a few conclusions are worth
mentioning: System correction methods B and C seem to be insensitive to sta-
tic variations, caused by for example frequency dependency and manufacturing
tolerances (when there are no dynamic variations) as oppose to method A. The
sensitivity for static correlated variations for method A is reduced to low levels
when static variations become correlated both between channels and AESA units,
e.g., same frequency behavior for both AESA units. There is likely a certain level
of correlation between the two AESA units if they are manufactured in the same
way.

The strongest influence on both magnitude and phase error is seen for a corre-
lated phase variation in the reflection coefficient at the transmitter ΓTN. Reducing
the nominal value and the variations of ΓTN to the same levels as the reflection
coefficient at the receiver ΓRN, reduces the influence of ΓTN and also significantly
reduces the influence of other parameter variations. It seems that increasing the
similarity between the TX and the RX branch reduces the reciprocity error, which
is an expected result. The effect of correlated changes in the TN and RN time de-
lay and gain (parameters a and τ in Fig.2.1) are generally removed by the system
correction.

The influence of characterization and calibration noise level on the reciprocity
for different system correction methods has also been investigated. A compact
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description of the results from simulated noise levels is given in this section, see
Section VIII.C and Section IX in Paper III for details.
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Figure 3.3: Standard deviation of magnitude errors (solid lines) and phase errors
(dashed lines) with all variations activated, are shown for different noise levels on
the horizontal axis. Results for correction methods A, B and C are shown by squa-
res, circles and diamond shapes. White-face symbols show curves for increasing
calibration noise level with no characterization noise. Black-face symbols show cur-
ves for increasing characterization noise level with no calibration noise. Copyright
2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

Fig. 3.3 shows a simulation of reciprocity error when all model parameters va-
riations are activated, which gives the best possible estimate of reciprocity error.
The average over a number of simulated frequencies, covering the system band-
width, is presented. Different levels of characterization and calibration noise levels
were simulated, and the standard deviation of the magnitude and phase errors as
a function of noise level were plotted. The slopes of the reciprocity error level as a
function of calibration noise level for methods A and B and characterization noise
level for method B are similar but significantly higher than for the single channel
measurements (method C). In method C, the summation of the channels increases
the SNR since the signal sums in phase and the noise sums with random phase.
The previously seen result of larger error for methods A compared to methods B
and C due to variations in the AESA is seen for zero noise levels. Even for small
levels of noise, the noise will be a dominating factor in the reciprocity error.
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3.2 Estimation of Reciprocity

Three different ways of analyzing reciprocity are included in this section; as a
function of frequency, as a function of antenna off-boresight angle and in a scatter
plot. During simulation of reciprocity, all model parameters variations are activated
to give the best possible estimate of reciprocity error.

Fig. 3.4 shows the standard deviation of the magnitude and phase errors as a
function of frequency with zero characterization and calibration noise level. The
simulated reciprocity error as a function of frequency is included in Section VIII.B
and Section IX in Paper III. It is clear that the error for method A varies signifi-
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Figure 3.4: Standard deviation of magnitude errors (solid lines) and phase errors
(dashed lines) with all variations activated. Frequency is on the horizontal axis
spanning from fmin to fmax=3fmin. Results for correction methods A, B and C are
shown by squares, circles and diamonds. Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with
permission.

cantly with frequency. Simulations have shown that when the mutual coupling of
the antenna array is artificially reduced, the frequency behavior of the errors for
method A changes shape and a significant variation still exists. Simulation results
have also shown that when static variations are correlated between AESA units,
the magnitude and phase errors for method A become similar those for methods B
and C. The increase of the errors for method A, caused by the effect of differences
between the RX and TX branches, is removed when there is a correlation between
the two AESA units, as mentioned in Section 3.1. The level of correlation, which
includes the frequency behavior of the components, needs to be investigated further
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to determine the level of error for method A.
Fig. 3.5 shows the standard deviation of the magnitude and phase errors as a

function of off-boresight angle. The lobe angle setting is at boresight, and a cut
through one cardinal plane is shown. The average over the system frequency band-
width is shown for a characterization and calibration noise level of ±0.5 dB The si-
mulated reciprocity error as a function of antenna angle is included in Section VIII.D
and Section IX in Paper III.
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Figure 3.5: Standard deviation of magnitude error (solid line) shown on the left
vertical axis, and phase error (dashed line) shown on the right vertical axis plot-
ted against the relative (to the HPBW angle) off-boresight angle on the horizontal
axis. Results for methods A, B, and C are shown with squares, circles and dia-
monds respectively. Characterization and calibration noise levels are both ±0.5
dB. Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

The main result is that there is only a modest increase in reciprocity error for
antenna angles approaching the Half Power Beam Width angle (the value 1 on the
horizontal axis).

Fig. 3.6 shows individual simulated reciprocity errors as a function of magnitude
and phase error with a characterization and calibration noise level of ±0.5 dB. The
plot also shows lines that indicate limits for which 90% of all reciprocity errors
are within, for amplitude and phase separately. The corresponding simulation is
included in Section VIII.C and Section IX in Paper III.

Methods A and B show approximately the same level of error (±1.5 dB and
±10◦) and method C shows significantly better results (±0.5 dB and ±3◦).

The 90% limits for the simulated errors, which correspond to random EW-
systems in random situations, is likely not the optimal measure. Another relevant
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Figure 3.6: Modeled error values plotted with magnitude error on vertical axis
and phase error on horizontal axis. Results for correction methods A, B and C are
shown by squares, circles and diamond shapes. 90% limits (within which 90 % of all
data points lie) for phase and magnitude error are plotted with dotted, dashed and
solid lines for methods A, B and C respectively. Characterization and calibration
noise levels are ±0.5 dB. Copyright 2017, IEEE. Reprinted with permission.

analysis would be that of reciprocity errors in a worst case system and situation.
Further, all errors would have to be modeled, including DRFM generation errors
and non-linearities, to determine the distribution off reciprocity errors. Also, the
reciprocity error distribution would have to be related to the signal processing in
the threat radar to determine which properties of the distribution that have the
strongest correlation with performance. Although the simulation of the 90% limit
does not give detailed information on the achievable performance for any particular
(worst case) system, it gives a fairly good measure of general performance, with the
provision of the model limitations.

The level of reciprocity error correlates with the accuracy of false target an-
gle induced in the threat radar. However, the false target angular accuracy is
also determined by other factors, such as the mixing with the target radar echo.
The maximum acceptable level of reciprocity error must be related to the nominal
amplitude difference between the two channel directions. The nominal amplitude
difference is determined from, among other factors, AESA output power, JSR, and
platform RCS. Using a nominal amplitude difference in the channel of 2 dB, a to-
tal level of reciprocity error lower than approximately ±1 dB and ±6◦ is probably
sufficient.





Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

4.1 Summary and Conclusions

A model of a retrodirective cross-eye (CE) jammer system that includes non-
reciprocal AESA commonly used in EW-systems, was proposed for analysis. Furt-
her, system correction methods that can effectively reduce the non-reciprocity of
the AESA were demonstrated.

Simulation results confirm that the differences between the TX and RX branch
of the AESA are important for system reciprocity. Particularly, the matching of
the TX and RX amplifier impedance can be important. The noise in the charac-
terization and calibration measurements seems to dominate over variations in the
electrical properties of the AESA, for realistic levels of noise and variations.

The scope of the analysis covers a linear system and only single frequency (CW)
signals. In a practical implementation of a CE jammer, non-CW signals have to be
processed, and there will be non-linearities, two factors that will introduce additi-
onal errors. Considering the limitations of the model, it was shown that a retrodi-
rective channel with a fairly high level of reciprocity can be realized, providing a
foundation for the design of a practical CE jammer. The addition of non-linearity
errors and wideband signal processing with DRFM generation errors will reduce
the level of reciprocity and likely make it difficult to generate a clear false target.

Further, the defined model and simulation procedure have been demonstrated
for performance estimation and evaluation of different system designs. The effect
on reciprocity from different sources such as noise levels, parameter variations, and
system correction methods can be tested.
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4.2 Suggested Future Work

Suggestions for future work related to modelling of a cross-eye jammer implemen-
tation include:

• DRFM
– What are the reception and transmission errors, applicable to both cal-
ibration and jammer operation?

– Can a digital filter that adds 180◦ phase shift and reciprocity correction
over a frequency band be defined?

• AESA
– How can the reciprocity be calibrated for off-boresight antenna lobe set-
tings?

• Complete jammer system
– What are the non-linearity errors, including any non-linearity correcti-
ons?

– What is the variation in reciprocity over bandwidth? The estimated
variation together with the required bandwidth determines whether fre-
quency dependent correction is necessary.



Appendix A

Model Signal Equations

Table A.1: Equation annotation

b Column vector
bᵀ Row vector
A Matrix
A-1 Inverse of matrix
I Identity matrix

Se Fig. 2.1 for designated component names and port numbers. Annotations
used in this appendix are defined in Table A.1. The derivations are based on S-
parameters, defined in for example [23]. Since all component ports have the same
lossless reference impedance Z0, the S-parameters provide the relation between the
input and output voltage waves. The input voltage wave on port n of component
with designation [name] is defined as a[name]

n and the output wave defined as b[name]
n .

The general formula relating the complex value input and output waves of a multi-
port component, is

b[name]
n =

∑
m

a[name]
m g[name]

n,m , (A.1)

where gn,m6=n are the S-parameter transmission functions between ports n and m
and gn,m=n = Γn is the reflection coefficient at port n. All transmission functions
gn,m are reciprocal and written with the lowest index first (n < m).

Note that the transmission lines (components TLT TLR TL1 TL2 TLC) have a
real value reference impedance Z0, hence no reflected wave from a sole transmission
line.

Note also that there are independent equations for each AESA channel and
that channel index is omitted in (A.1). For components AA and SC, port numbers
correspond to AESA channel numbers.
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The output amplifier of component TN is modeled as a voltage source with
voltage 2uTN connected to a series output impedance that corresponds to model
parameter ΓTN (the factor 2 corrects for the voltage division). The output wave
from TN is thereby adjusted by the change in output impedance (ΓTN) and becomes

bTN = uTN(1− ΓTN). (A.2)

The input of component RN is modeled as a parallel impedance, which corre-
sponds to model parameter ΓRN, over which the voltage uRN is measured. The
measured voltage is

uRN = aRN(1 + ΓRN), (A.3)

where aRN is the input wave.
An equation system is set up using (A.1) for components TLT, TLR, TL1, and

SW1 and includes (A.2) and (A.3). The solved system becomes

aSW2
1 = uTNf1 + bSW2

1 f23, (A.4)
uRN = bSW2

1 f4, (A.5)

where

f1 =
(1− ΓTN)gSW1

1,3 gTLTgTL1

1− ΓTNΓSW1
1 gTLT2 , (A.6)

f23 = gTL12(
ΓTNgTLT2

gSW1
1,3

2

1− ΓTNΓSW1
1 gTLT2 +

ΓRNgTLR2
gSW1

2,3
2

1− ΓRNΓSW1
2 gTLR2 + ΓSW1

3 ), (A.7)

f4 =
(1 + ΓRN)gSW1

2,3 gTLRgTL1

1− ΓRNΓSW1
2 gTLR2 . (A.8)

Note that no leakage in SW1 is modeled (gSW1
1,2 = 0) and that there is infinite

switch-off isolation (gSW1
1,3 · gSW1

2,3 =0). Note also that all parameters related to SW1,
change value with switch mode (TX and RX).

Next an equation system is set up using (A.1) for components TL2, TLC, and
SW2. The solved system becomes, where now index n indicates AESA channel,

aSC
n = bAA

n f5n + bSC
n f6n + uTN

n f7n, (A.9)
aAA
n = bAA

n f8n + bSC
n f5n + uTN

n f10
n , (A.10)

uRN
n = bAA

n f15
n + bSC

n f16
n , (A.11)
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where

f5 = gTLCgTL2(gSW2
2,3 + gSW2

1,2 gSW2
1,3 f23fx), (A.12)

f6 = gTLC2(ΓSW2
3 + gSW2

1,3
2f23fx), (A.13)

f7 = gTLCf1gSW2
1,3 fx, (A.14)

f8 = gTL22(ΓSW2
2 + gSW2

1,2
2f23fx), (A.15)

f10 = gTL2f1gSW2
1,2 fx, (A.16)

f15 = gTL2f4gSW2
1,2 fx, (A.17)

f16 = gTLCf4gSW2
1,3 fx, (A.18)

and in which
fx = (1− f23ΓSW2

1 )-1. (A.19)

Note that the channel index is not shown in (A.12)–(A.18) although there are
unique sets of the equations for every AESA channel, used in (A.9)–(A.11).

Equations (A.9)–(A.11) can be written in matrix form according to

aSC = F5bAA + F6bSC + F7uTN, (A.20)
aAA = F8bAA + F5bSC + F10uTN, (A.21)
uRN = F15bAA + F16bSC, (A.22)

where F are diagonal M x M matrices.
Using (A.1) signal outputs for ports n ≥ 1 for component SC can be written

bSC
n = aSC

0 gSC
0,n +

m=M∑
m=1

aSC
m gSC

n,m, (A.23)

where the signal on port 0 has been separated. Equation (A.23) can be written in
matrix form as

bSC = gSC
0 aSC

0 + GSCaSC, (A.24)

where GSC is an M x M matrix including all gSC
n,m and ΓSC

n for n,m ≥ 1.
Similarly the signal output on port 0 for component SC can be written

bSC
0 = gSC

0
ᵀaSC. (A.25)

Note that no reflection is modeled on port 0.
The radiated field from an antenna element in the array AA is defined by the

embedded element factor eEF
n which is a function of space angle around a reference

point of the array. It defines the relation between the electric antenna far-field
and the input/output wave on port n of the array relative to that of an isotropic
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antenna. The transmitted field from the array relative to that from an isotropic
antenna with unit input is in matrix form

eTX = eEFᵀaAA (A.26)

where eTX is also a function of space angle and aAA will contain any tapering and
progressive time delay for beam control. The output wave from the array is

bAA = EEFeRX + GAAaAA (A.27)

where EEF is a diagonal matrix with the embedded element factors. eRX is the
received voltage wave at the ports of the antenna that corresponds to the same
far-field, relative to an isotropic antenna, as created during transmission with unit
input amplitude, i.e., eRX has amplitude one.

Matrix GAA contains the mutual couplings (gAA
n,m) and the embedded reflection

factors (ΓAA
n ) of the array, similar to (A.24). Inserting (A.24) in (A.20)

aSC = F5bAA + F6gSC
0 aSC

0 + F6GSCaSC + F7uTN ⇒
(I− F6GSC)aSC = F5bAA + F6gSC

0 aSC
0 + F7uTN ⇒

aSC = F17bAA + f18aSC
0 + F19uTN, (A.28)

where

F17 = (I− F6GSC)-1F5, (A.29)
f18 = (I− F6GSC)-1F6gSC

0 , (A.30)
F19 = (I− F6GSC)-1F7. (A.31)

Note that the inverse of matrices can be calculated for physical systems with non-
zero values (det M 6= 0).

Inserting (A.24) and (A.28) in (A.21) gives

aAA = F8bAA + F5gSC
0 aSC

0 + F5GSCaSC + F10uTN ⇒
aAA = F8bAA + F5gSC

0 aSC
0 + F5GSC(F17bAA + f18aSC

0 + F19uTN) + F10uTN ⇒
aAA = (F8 + F5GSCF17)bAA + F5(gSC

0 + GSCf18)aSC
0

+ (F5GSCF19 + F10)uTN ⇒
aAA = F20bAA + f21aSC

0 + F22uTN, (A.32)

where

F20 = F8 + F5GSCF17, (A.33)
f21 = F5(gSC

0 + GSCf18), (A.34)
F22 = F5GSCF19 + F10. (A.35)
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Inserting (A.27) in (A.32) gives

aAA = F20EEFeRX + F20GAAaAA + f21aSC
0 + F22uTN ⇒

(I− F20GAA)aAA = F20EEFeRX + f21aSC
0 + F22uTN ⇒

aAA = Fx(F20EEFeRX + f21aSC
0 + F22uTN), (A.36)

where
Fx = (I− F20GAA)-1. (A.37)

Solving for bSC
0 by inserting (A.28), (A.27) and (A.36) in (A.25) and using

the fact that during calibration signal output there is no calibrations signal input
(aSC

0 = 0) or received voltage (eRX = 0) gives

bSC
0 = gSC

0
ᵀ(F17bAA + F19uTN)⇒

bSC
0 = gSC

0
ᵀ(F17GAAaAA + F19uTN)⇒

bSC
0 = gSC

0
ᵀ(F17GAAFxF22 + F19)uTN. (A.38)

Solving for eTX by inserting (A.36) in (A.26) and using the fact that there is no
received wave (eRX = 0) or calibration signal (aSC

0 = 0) during transmission, which
gives

eTX = eEFᵀFxF22uTN (A.39)
Solving for uRN by inserting (A.24), (A.28), (A.27) and (A.36) in (A.22) and

noting that during reception the transmitted voltage is zero (uTN = 0) gives

uRN = F15bAA + F16gSC
0 aSC

0 + F16GSCaSC ⇒
uRN = F15bAA + F16gSC

0 aSC
0 + F16GSCF17bAA + F16GSCf18aSC

0 ⇒
uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17)bAA + F16(gSC

0 + GSCf18)aSC
0 ⇒

uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17)(EEFeRX + GAAaAA) + F16(gSC
0 + GSCf18)aSC

0 ⇒
uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17)(EEFeRX + GAAFx(F20EEFeRX + f21aSC

0 ))
+ F16(gSC

0 + GSCf18)aSC
0 ⇒

uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17)EEFeRX + (F15 + F16GSCF17)
×GAAFx(F20EEFeRX + f21aSC

0 ) + F16(gSC
0 + GSCf18)aSC

0 ⇒
uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17 + (F15 + F16GSCF17)GAAFxF20)EEFeRX

+ ((F15 + F16GSCF17)GAAFxf21 + F16(gSC
0 + GSCf18))aSC

0 ⇒
uRN = (F15 + F16GSCF17)(I + GAAFxF20)EEFeRX

+ ((F15 + F16GSCF17)GAAFxf21 + F16(gSC
0 + GSCf18))aSC

0 (A.40)

Equations (A.38), (A.39) and (A.40) give the relations for the signals in the model.
Not written explicitly, uTN (uRN) is determined by the input (output) signal at the
TX (RX) port of the AESA, the gain aT (aR) and timed delay τT (τR).
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